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Open up Part A of the test 
on Mrs. Bowlin's website. 
Don't read text or look 
over questions.  



Let's preview our text

Read title 

Read first paragraph 

Read last paragraph 

 







Tips We Found Useful 
If a certain part is underlined, most likely there will be a question 
to go along with it.

Read the questions before reading the passage. It helps you 
understand what you should be looking for in the passage.

Know your time limit. Set yourself goals to reach before a certain 
time. 

Use context clues.

Cross out wrong answers. Eliminate wrong answers.



Question 1



Explanation to Answer 1
In the passage it says "...you 
won't have far going..." 

This is not the proper way of 
saying "you won't have to go far." 

Answer A. can not be right 
because there has to be some 
kind of a change. 

Answer C. can not be right 
because it uses the word "to" 
frequently and makes it hard to  
speak. 

Answer D. can not be right 
because it uses the wrong "to". 



Question 2



Explanation to Question 2
When read, the sentence they 
asked to correct simply had 
nothing wrong.

It flowed correctly and no extra 
words were needed or needed 
to be deleted.

B,C, and D all either deleted a 
certain part of the text to make 
the text not sensible or change 
the whole text itself.  



Question 3 



Explanation to Question 3 
Leave choice A. alone in case none 
are relevant.

Just by reading the first words in 
answer B. it implies "Concerned 
Parents..." When in the original lines it 
says nothing about parents 

Answer C. says they "...will not be 
allowed." when they already are being 
allowed.

Answer D. is the best choice because 
it gives the most valuable information 
from the text.  







Question 4



Explanation to Question 4
Answer A. has absolutely no 
relevance at all to the text. It's an 
easy one to cross off.

Answer C. talks about profits. The 
original text does not talk about 
profits.

Answer D. states that schools need 
to consult with experts before 
having fast-food on campuses. The 
text never mentions experts.

 



Question 5



Explanation to Question 5
Answer B. is not right because 
the text never gives examples of 
healthy food and how important 
it is.

Answer C. says that the students 
are avoiding the unhealthy food 
when everyone was going to the 
unhealthy food line. 

Answer D. is not the right choice 
because the school is actually 
promoting unhealthy choices by 
letting Burger King be at the 
school.



Question 6



Explanation to Question 6 
Answer A. is not the correct choice 
because if the author didn't feel 
comfortable answering the question 
he wouldn't have put it in the text.

Answer B. is not correct because 
both of the paragraphs (before and 
after) are information. Neither are 
opinions.

Answer C. is not correct because it 
doesn't imply anything. It's telling 
them to just think about what 
happened before. If you read it well 
the first time you wouldn't have to 
reread anything. 



Question 7



Explanation to Question 7
Answer A. is not correct 
because the text is telling the 
schools they need to help 
children make the right 
choices when they will choose  
the wrong choice.

Answer B. is not correct 
because the text is talking 
about the schools helping, not 
anything about parents 
helping.

Answer C. is not correct 
because it's not relevant to the 
text.



Now open Part B of the test on Mrs.Bowlin's 
website. You will have 20 minutes to do the test 
by yourself. Then we will go over the correct 
answers together. 



Question 8
Answer A. is not correct because 
riddles are not always from the past. 
Just because something is old does 
not mean we as people can't figure 
out what it's means. 

Answer B. is not correct because he 
never says he hates it or doesn't 
want to figure it out.

Answer D. is not correct because it 
doesn't have relevance to the text. 



Question 9
Answer A. is not correct because he 
doesn't compare his mothers knowledge 
to his frustration of the Chinese language.

Answer C. is not correct because it 
doesn't talk about his fathers old age.

Answer D. is not correct because his 
father didn't have any set backs or 
problems known in this story.



Question 10
Answer A. is not correct because the 
whole story is about his dads glory 
years. It's not about the bad 
moments.

Answer B. is not correct because he 
is never informed about his future 
life.

Answer D. is not correct because 
there is no way to know how ones 
life is going to be. 

The future is unclear. 



Question 11
Answer A. is not correct because these 
adventures are true events that really 
happened in his fathers life. They are 
possible events.

Answer B. is not correct because he 
never shows that his father was scared 
in these adventures.

Answer C. is not correct because he 
never says how much trouble his father 
gets into for the adventures or how 
much negative attention they got.



Question 12
Answer A. is not correct because he 
is reminiscing on his fathers good 
years. He wouldn't take all that time 
to translate chinese for a man he 
doesn't care about.

Answer B. is not correct because he  
doesn't show immaturity in the 
passage. He is showing his love for 
his father by calling him "Baba"

Answer C. is not correct because 
he isn't familiar with his fathers 
history. If he was he wouldn't be 
going through the trouble of 
translating the book. 



Question 13
Answer B. is not correct because the whole passage 
he shows nothing but happiness towards his father. He 
never talks about his father not wanting to talk about 
the past.

Answer C. isn't correct because he is not talking about 
his troubles.

Answer D. isn't correct because he isn't talking about 
his fathers feelings.



Question 14
Answer A. is not correct because he 
isn't saddened. He is happy by looking 
at the photographs.

Answer B. is not correct because he 
still isn't capable of understanding 
everything because he can't translate 
the words. He just has the pictures 
which give him some insight on his 
fathers life. 

Answer C. is not correct because the 
father went on adventures in the 
photographs. Most little boys won't go 
on calm adventure. So the photographs 
most likely aren't so peaceful. They 
illustrate the children's innocence. 



Question 15

Answer B. isn't correct because he 
isn't worshiping his fathers life he's 
reminiscing on the good times.

Answer C. he shows no resentment, 
just happy memories.

Answer D. he isn't unfriendly or 
hostile during the first paragraph.


